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A guide to the Gettysburg Civil War battlefields and their history, featuring lesser-known sites,
side trips, and optional stops along the way."I thought my men were invincible,” admitted Robert
E. Lee.A string of battlefield victories through 1862 had culminated in the spring of 1863 with
Lee’s greatest victory yet: the battle of Chancellorsville. Propelled by the momentum of that
supreme moment, confident in the abilities of his men, Lee decided to once more take the fight
to the Yankees and launched this army on another invasion of the North.An appointment with
destiny awaited in the little Pennsylvania college town of Gettysburg.Historian Dan Welch follows
in the footsteps of the Army of Northern Virginia and the Army of the Potomac as the two foes
cat-and-mouse their way northward, ultimately clashing in the costliest battle in North American
history.Based on the Gettysburg Civil War Trails, and packed with dozens of lesser-known sites
related to the Gettysburg Campaign, The Last Road North: A Guide to the Gettysburg Campaign
offers the ultimate Civil War road trip.“Orrison and Welch have created something different.
Historians must search for innovative ways to engage the public on the battle’s relevance. This
book offers a new experience for tourists—one that enriches their visit to the site of one of the
most consequential battles in American history.” —Matt Arendt, TCU, for Gettysburg
Magazine“Shows a deep knowledge of the subject and the style of writing is clear and easy to
follow . . . buy this book!” —Wargames, Soldiers & Strategy

“…shows a deep knowledge of the subject and the style of writing is clear and easy to follow…
buy this book!”Wargames, Soldiers and StrategyAbout the AuthorRob Orrison serves on the
Board of Civil War Trails and works as Historic Site Operations Supervisor with Prince William
County. Rob has worked with Civil War Trails for over 10 years to connect visitors to little known
Civil War sites.Dan Welch works as a seasonal Park Ranger with Gettysburg National Military
Park and as a full time educator in Boardman, Ohio. 
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AUTHORSBrandy Station served as the opening engagement of the Gettysburg campaign.
Fleetwood Hill stands as the battlefield’s most prominent landmark. (dw)List of MapsMaps by
Hal JespersenGettysburg CampaignConfederate Advance: Tour Stops 1-17Battle of Brandy
StationSecond Battle of WinchesterBattle of Stephenson’s DepotConfederate Advance: Tour
Stops 18-26Confederate Advance: Alternate Tour Stops 1-4Union Response: Tour Stops
1-8Union Response: Tour Stops 9-23Stuart’s RideBattle of AldieBattle of MiddleburgBattle of
UppervilleStuart’s RideRetreat from GettysburgBattle of Monterey PassWilliamsport and the
Battle of Falling WatersFootnotes for this volume are available atAcknowledgmentsWe first
would like to thank Chris Mackowski (editor-in-chief Emerging Civil War) for being the force
behind the Emerging Civil War project. Thank you to Ted Savas and the staff at Savas Beatie for
the opportunity to work on this project and promote Civil War scholarship. Hal Jespersen again
availed to us his cartography skills, and we believe these maps are some of the best maps
available relating to the Gettysburg campaign.Tackling a topic that has the word “Gettysburg” in
it is daunting for any student of history. But we felt that we knew the right people to assist us in
telling the story of how the men, both Blue and Gray, got to Gettysburg. The battle did not
happen in a vacuum, and the town was not pre-determined as a location for the battle. We
attempted to put the battle in context of the events leading up to and after the three days in July.
We also realize that each stop we have included could have many more words written about it,
as there are many more places one could visit. Working with a hard word count helped us stay
focused, but we encourage the reader to explore each location in more detail.Some individuals
we would like to thank personally include Clark “Bud” Hall who has not only been an expert on
Brandy Station and the Gettysburg Campaign, but also is the main reason many of these places
are preserved. We owe a debt of gratitude to Bud for his assistance with this and many other
projects. Mike Block, also an expert on Civil War Culpeper, was kind enough to read portions of
the manuscript and make helpful suggestions. Gettysburg cavalry expert Eric Wittenberg also
was a sounding board for information and recommendations, especially with Stuart’s Ride.
Historian Bob O’Neill read over the sections on the Loudoun Valley cavalry battles; we look
forward to the re-release of his book on these battles.Our good friend John Tole of the
Rappahannock County Historical Society was essential in following the routes of march through
Rappahannock County, Virginia. John spent countless hours taking us down original roads and
visiting the many homes and structures that still stand today in Rappahannock County that
witnessed the Confederate march in June and July 1863. Historian Sean Chick also read the
manuscript using his unique perspective of a professional tour guide. Frederick County tourism
guru and Civil War expert John Fieseler added some great content for the Union advance
through Frederick County. Brian McEnany provided insight into the Army of the Potomac’s
movements through northern Virginia and helped clear up “Left Wing vs. Right Wing” of the Army
of the Potomac.Craig Swain, a well-known Civil War blogger and historian, was a big help in
following the Army of the Potomac through Virginia and especially at Edwards Ferry along the
Potomac River. No one can talk about the Federal army in northern Virginia in June 1863 unless



they have consulted Craig. Loudoun County historians Tracy and Rich Gillespie shared their
knowledge of the cavalry battles in the Loudoun Valley between Stuart and Pleasonton. Both are
good friends and have supported many of our projects. Kris White read the entire manuscript
and provided excellent guidance; his work with ECW has led to a very successful blog, book
series, and annual symposium. “Civil War Traveler” Don Pierce is probably the only person we
know that has been to every one of these sites. His insight and expertise on seeing these places
from the point of view of the Civil War buff was important in developing the tour. Don has been a
great friend to us and everyone who works in the Civil War tourism field.The Potomac River,
seen here at Edward’s Ferry, marked a significant political as well as geographic boundary
during the Gettysburg campaign. (cs)The one-of-a-kind Matt Atkinson also provided many
insights that were helpful to put this project into context of other Gettysburg books. Matt is one of
the best interpreters we know and has always been willing to assist when we had questions.
John Miller with the Monterey Pass Battlefield is the expert on fighting in and around Monterey
Pass as well as Lee’s retreat from Gettysburg. John and his partners at the Friends of the
Monterey Pass Battlefield, Inc., have single-handedly preserved portions of the battlefield, built
a wonderful museum, and told the story of the events around the days after Gettysburg. John
spent hours showing us sites along the retreat and assisting us with the manuscript.It is
impossible to list everyone who assisted us with research, gave us advice and support. If we
forgot anyone, we are at fault and please know it is not because your support is not
appreciated.DAN: This book would never have been possible without the staff at Gettysburg
National Military Park, past and present, who gave a young college kid interested in Civil War
history a shot at an internship, and, later, the chance to join the staff as a seasonal Park Ranger
in the Interpretation Division. Those generosities and experiences changed my life forever. My
thanks to Rob Orrison for agreeing to come onto the project during a time when his expertise
was needed most. His knowledge of Civil War Virginia and related sites is second to none, and
he continues to inspire me with each visit to the Old Dominion state. I also owe my thanks to the
man who started this journey for me, my late father. He led me, at the tender age of five, to
Gettysburg on a vacation. It was truly an American rite of passage. His father had done it with his
family, and my father felt it was something he needed to pass on. A boy with a kepi, toy musket,
and storytelling father saw the events of 1863 on those hallowed fields. It sparked a passion for
learning and remembrance to this day. Thank you, Dad. Finally, thanks to my wife for her
continual support. Without her patience at bookstores, battlefields, and everywhere in between, I
would not be able to enjoy these endeavors that inspire me every day.ROB: Everyone interested
in the Civil War remembers that first visit to Gettysburg, and for me, it is no different. I dragged
my parents to Gettysburg many years ago, and those memories of seeing the Angle and Little
Round Top for the first time are still with me. I appreciate them every time I wake up and “do
history” for a career. Thanks to Dan Welch for including me in this project; any written work about
Gettysburg is an intimidating undertaking. We both agreed our goal was to write a book that
would put Gettysburg in a larger context of the war and allow readers to actually see and



experience the places of history. The armies didn’t “just show up” at Gettysburg—a lot of “what
ifs” and “maybes” happened along the way. The question I get asked the most by people on tour
is “did the armies just show up here and fight or run into each other here by accident?” I hope
this book gives some insight into how and why they ended up at this Pennsylvania crossroads
town. Finally, thanks to my family for the continual support for a hobby that is more than just a
hobby. Without them, I would not be able to work on these projects and follow a childhood
dream.PHOTO CREDITS: Clark Hall (ch); Chris Mackowski (cm); Craig Swain (cs); Dan Welch
(dw); Emerging Civil War (ecw); (f3); Francis Delafield Wright, III (fw); Gettysburg National
Military Park (gnmp); Harpers Weekly (hw); John Miller (jm); Library of Virginia (lova); Library of
Congress (loc); Michael Waricher (mw) National Archives (na); Occoquan Historical Society
(ohs); Photographic History of the Civil War (phocw); Richard Gillespie (rg); Rob Orrison (ro);
United States Army Military History Institute (usamhi); Walter Clark (wc)For the Emerging Civil
War SeriesTheodore P. Savas, publisherMaps by Hal JespersenChris Mackowski, series
editorDesign and layout by H.R. GordonKristopher D. White, chief historianPublication
supervision by Chris MackowskiSarah Keeney, editorial consultantTouring the BattlefieldsThis
book covers a wide geographic region, from central Virginia to central Pennsylvania. Since the
armies marched in routes far apart from each other, this book is divided into different tour routes:
the Confederate Advance, the Union Response, Jeb Stuart’s Ride to Gettysburg, and the
Retreat from Gettysburg. The first three tours end at Gettysburg National Military Park, though at
different locations in the Park. The last chapter on the Retreat from Gettysburg begins at the
Seminary Ridge Museum in Gettysburg.Many of the sites are part of the popular Civil War Trails
program and have accessible interpretive markers. The Civil War Trails guide brochure
“Gettysburg Campaign: Invasion and Retreat” is a helpful accessory, as many of the sites in the
brochure are part of this book. For more information on Civil War Trails, visit .Although this guide
book will follow the general route of the armies, there are a few side trips and optional stops, so
please be sure to consult the written directions to each stop. GPS coordinates are also provided
for each stop. This book serves as a general guide for sites in the Gettysburg campaign. We
have no illusions to cover every site and route used in June-July 1863, but we think this book will
introduce people to some sites of which they are unaware.Civil War Trails markers, like the one
here at Rose Hill, help visitors understand what they’re seeing when they visit a site. (dw)Modern
highways make the trip across Occoquan Creek easier today than it was for the Federal army in
June 1863. (dw)Be aware that the routes to Gettysburg are each approximately 120 miles and
that the retreat route is approximately 50 miles. At a few locations, the tour routes may intersect
each other, but the majority of the routes are far apart and cannot be done congruently. Many of
the locations can also be further investigated at individual battlefield sites or museums, often
both. Take your time and enjoy all that these locations have to offer. We encourage you to
support their work in preservation.In some instances, this tour will pass properties that are
privately owned. Please do not trespass.As much as possible, the tour routes will follow the
actual roads that the armies took in 1863. Keep in mind that some roads are rural routes, and



others may have heavy traffic. At times, you will be driving through neighborhoods and towns.
Please follow all speed limits and park only in areas that are both safe and legal. Most of all,
enjoy your tour!Most of the stops along the tour routes have interpretation courtesy of Civil War
Trails, a nonprofit educational organization dedicated to helping travelers connect with the sites
and story of the Civil War.The home of Lydia Leister on the Taneytown Road south of
Gettysburg. General Meade used this house as his headquarters during most of the battle.
(loc)“Maybe this time all this much to lose and all this much to gain: Pennsylvania, Maryland, the
world, the golden dome of Washington itself to crown with desperate and unbelievable victory
the desperate gamble, the cast made two years ago.”—William Faulkner“The warrior-monument,
crashed in fight,Shall soar transfigured in loftier light,A meaning ampler bear;Soldier and priest
with hymn and prayerHave laid the stone, and every boneShall rest in honor there.”—Herman
MelvilleThis tranquil modern image of Kelly’s Ford belies the severe fight that occurred here in
March 1863, as well as the numerous horsemen that splashed across the water during the battle
of Brandy Station on June 9, 1863. (dw)Prelude to the CampaignMay 1863. Union and
Confederate forces caught their breath following their most recent clash at Chancellorsville. The
battle was Gen. Robert E. Lee’s finest hour during his first 11 months as commander of the
Confederate Army of Northern Virginia. That sterling victory, however, came at an enormous
cost. Confederate casualties from the battle totaled more than 13,000 men, including the
famous, hard-fighting Thomas J. “Stonewall” Jackson. Losses for the Union Army of the Potomac
were even higher at 17,000 men. Beyond the casualty list, army commander Maj. Gen. Joseph
Hooker had performed far below expectations. With the first engagement of the spring campaign
season over, and plenty of fair-weathered campaigning months ahead, high commands in both
armies had to refocus on “what’s next.”For Lee, that decision was already made: he wanted to go
on the offensive and take the war northward out of Virginia. Despite his standing with
Confederate President Jefferson Davis, Lee still had to successfully argue his position against a
shifting Confederate strategy. After two trips to Richmond, Virginia, the capital of the
Confederacy, and numerous conferences with Davis, Lee secured permission for a summer
offensive into the Northern states. Lee argued against sending any of his men west to assist in
the defense of Vicksburg. He argued that an offensive north near the Federal capital could
possibly relieve Vicksburg by the Union pulling men north to deal with the invasion. Lt. Gen. John
C. Pemberton would have to work with Gen. Joseph Johnston to deal with Generals Grant and
Sherman.During those meetings, Lee and Davis discussed the objectives for the proposed
campaign. First, Lee was a general who constantly sought to maintain the strategic and tactical
initiative. By maintaining the initiative he had earned at Chancellorsville, Lee forced his opponent
to react to his movements.One of the most beneficial objectives of Lee’s summer campaign
would be to move the war out of Virginia. The general believed that his forward movement would
lure the Army of the Potomac out of the state, following the Army of Northern Virginia. If this
happened, the Commonwealth and its civilians would receive a respite from the hard hand of
war. By 1863, Virginia had hosted several armies and had been the site for almost every major



battle of the war in the east until that point. The landscape was not only altered by combat, but
overburdened by trying to provide food, timber, water, and other natural resources to sustain the
several maneuvering armies as well as its regular civilian population. With these forces removed
from the state, the agricultural community would get an opportunity to plant and harvest their
crops unmolested by military forces. Lee also would not need to rely on the Virginia countryside
to feed his army during the invasion. He could provide food and fodder to his men and animals
on the march and stock much-needed supplies for transport back to Virginia.GETTYSBURG
CAMPAIGN—The Gettysburg campaign kicked off on June 9 at the Battle of Brandy Station.
Soon, Confederate infantry and cavalry began making their way north. Slow to react, the Federal
Army of the Potomac began to move timidly north from Fredericksburg around June 13, unsure
of the Confederate objective.By June 1863, Gen. Robert E. Lee’s ability as a military commander
was already legendary. (loc)Now was also the time to capitalize on the high morale of his army.
This invasion, like the foray into Maryland nine months earlier, required a massive strain on the
men in the ranks and the mechanisms that kept them moving forward. Only an army at its peak
could handle such an arduous campaign. By the spring of 1863, the morale in the Army of
Northern Virginia had never been higher. Their continual victories over the past year and their
supreme faith in Lee enabled them to present an air of invincibility. Lee believed in this and so
did his men in the ranks—and the planned invasion would capitalize on it.Lt. Gen. Thomas J.
“Stonewall” Jackson, wounded by his own men on May 2, 1863, died eight days later of
complications from pneumonia. (loc)Another objective for the invasion was to threaten major
Northern metropolitan areas such as Washington, Baltimore, Harrisburg, or Philadelphia. Surely,
the longer the Confederate army spent north of the famed Mason-Dixon Line, the more the
Union’s civilian populace would view the Lincoln administration’s handling of the war in an even
dimmer light. The capture or siege of a northern city, or a decisive victory over Hooker on
northern ground, could encourage northern Peace Democrats to increase their efforts in
Washington, gain even more political power, and apply pressure on the Lincoln administration to
settle for peace with the Confederacy. Lee’s time in the north could thus have serious political
ramifications for Lincoln and the Republican Party, as well as the Union war effort on the
whole.Maj. Gen. Joseph Hooker was the latest Union general defeated by Lee at the battle of
Chancellorsville. His delayed response to Lee’s movements brought much criticism to
Washington. (loc)All of Lee’s immediate objectives and their possible degrees of success
remained unseen until the campaign unfolded.This monument, in Carlisle Springs,
Pennsylvania, marks the northernmost point the Confederates reached during the Gettysburg
Campaign. (cm)The Confederate AdvanceCHAPTER ONEThis route will follow portions of the
Army of Northern Virginia from Culpeper to Gettysburg. The marching routes of Hill’s and Ewell’s
corps are highlighted. The entire route is approximately 167 miles.The fight at Chancellorsville,
May 1-6, 1863, took a terrible toll on the Army of Northern Virginia. Significant losses in men and
officers had to be addressed. Lee wrote Maj. Gen. John B. Hood that the army would be
“invincible if it could be properly organized and officered. There never were such men in an Army



before. They will go anywhere and do anything if properly led. But there is the difficulty—proper
commanders—where can they be obtained?”Lee—who had contemplated for months various
organizational challenges facing each branch of service—decided to divide the army into three
corps with three divisions each, instead of the previous structure of two very large corps. Lt. Gen.
James Longstreet retained command of the First Corps, while both Richard S. Ewell and
Ambrose P. Hill were promoted to lieutenant generalships: Ewell to command Jackson’s old
corps, and Hill to command the newly-created Third Corps. Hill’s Corps was composed of one
division from each of the original two corps, plus, a newly created division. The artillery and
cavalry branches received similar reorganization.The two new commanders led many to wonder
about their ability to handle a corps on campaign and in the field. Previously, the army’s field
leadership had always been in the hands of Longstreet and Jackson, two corps commanders
who had already proven themselves. Ewell had not commanded troops in the field since his
wounding at Second Manassas in August 1862. Hill, meanwhile, had performed well during the
war, although he and Jackson had had differences that affected Hill’s reputation in the
army.CONFEDERATE ADVANCE—The driving route will follow the action around Brandy
Station on June 9 and primarily follow the route of Lt. Gen. Richard Ewell’s Corps northward to
Winchester.Maj. Gen. John Bell Hood, more than any other officer, had molded the Texas
Brigade into the hard-hitting unit it had become known as by the time of the Gettysburg
campaign. Now, Hood commanded a division in General Longstreet’s First Corps.
(loc)Commander of the Army of Northern Virginia’s First Corps, Lt. Gen. James Longstreet
became Lee’s most trusted subordinate. (loc)Increasing the overall size of the army was also a
concern. Would Lee have enough wagons to secure food and forage while living off the land or
to transport sick and wounded? How was the health of his service animals—could they make
the journey northward? Lee worked methodically through each concern, and for better or for
worse, this was the army that Lee ordered forward on June 3 1863, to start the Gettysburg
campaign.The Confederate Advance tour begins in Culpeper, Virginia, at the Culpeper Museum.
The museum is located in the circa.1904 train station (the current train station, meanwhile, is on
the location of the war-time station). The museum interprets the history of Culpeper and contains
significant information on the Civil War history of the area. In June 1863, Culpeper was vital to
Lee as a jumping-off point for his movement north. The town was strategically located along the
Orange and Alexandria Railroad and near mountain gaps that led toward the Shenandoah
Valley. The museum is located at 113 South Commerce Street, Culpeper, Virginia 22701.GPS: N
38°.4723012 W 77°.9936231Commander of the Army of Northern Virginia’s Second Corps—
and the replacement for the fallen Jackson—Lt. Gen. Richard S. Ewell led the advance into
Maryland and Pennsylvania. (loc)Lt. Gen. A.P. Hill commanded the Army of Northern Virginia’s
newly created Third Corps. (loc)STOP 1: CULPEPER MUSEUM/TRAIN STATIONThe
Gettysburg campaign began on Wednesday, June 3, when Lee ordered the divisions of Maj.
Gens. Lafayette McLaws and John B. Hood towards Culpeper Court House. “I commenced to
draw the army from the vicinity of Fredericksburg on Wednesday morning,” Lee wrote to



President Davis days later, describing the opening scene.For the early stages of the campaign,
Lee planned to leave Gen. Hill’s Third Corps in Fredericksburg to monitor Federal activity across
the Rappahannock River and hold the attention of Hooker. Meanwhile, the two corps under
Longstreet and Ewell would push westward beyond the Federal right flank and towards the
Shenandoah. Lee wanted to use the Valley and the Blue Ridge Mountains to screen his
movements from the prying eyes of Union intelligence. It would also allow him to act on his
stated objective of clearing the Valley of the Federal forces that had been operating in the area
since the winter of 1862-1863. The first stop along this route was a general concentration of the
Confederate marching column at Culpeper Court House. The Confederate cavalry was already
concentrated in the area near Brandy Station, watching the Rappahannock River fords and
waiting on Lee’s planned movement.
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Steven Peterson, “The armies move to (and from) Gettysburg. An interesting addition the the
Savis Beatie series. This explores the "road to Gettysburg." The books traces several routes (not
all north): (1) the Confederate movement from Fredericksburg to Gettysburg and other points in
between and north); (2) the Union army's movement to Gettysburg (including the change of
commanding general from Hooker to Meade); (3) JEB Stuart;s ride around the Union army--to
little effect; (3) the Confederate retreat from Gettysburg and the Union forces' pursuit.This is
done nicely. The volume is not lengthy enough to provide full detail, but it does a good service
with its coverage. With other books in this series, it also provides those who wish to visit sites
mentioned in the book directions on how to visit such sites (including warnings about heavy
traffic along certain roads)..There are some errors. At one point, for example, General John Bell
Hood is listed as a leader who was killed at Gettysburg.Nonetheless, a nice addition to this
series. . . .”

William M. Cole, “Nice. A very nice addition to my library.  A different point of view.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The tour of the campain to Gettysburgh. Good tour guide of the campaign
leading up to the Battle of Gettysburg.”

Janice Welch, “Five Stars. Well organized...The maps and pictures were extremely helpful”

Dave Mook, “Great Read.. Great read.”

Edwin G. Herrick, “Five Stars. Nice book”

robin friedman, “Before And After The Battle Of Gettysburg. "The Last Road North: A Guide to
the Gettysburg Campaign, 1863" offers four separate driving tours which follow the movements
of the Union and Confederate armies before and after the Battle of Gettysburg of July 1 -- July 3,
1863. While the Gettysburg battlefield has been visited by millions of people over the years, a
much smaller number are familiar with the events leading to and following the battle itself during
June to mid-July, 1863."The Last Road North" includes a good, succinct chapter on the battle,
but the focus is on the before and after. The four driving tours it presents are each lengthy and
separate and cover movements through Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania. The first two
tours begin in Virginia following the Chancellorsville Campaign. The first tour guiders the reader
on "The Confederate Advance" which took Lee's army from Virginia through the Shenandoah
Valley to as far north as the vicinity of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. The second tour, "The Union
Response" is a guide to the Army of the Potomac's efforts to ascertain the goal of Lee's
movements and to follow and counter them. Most of the pursuit was at a considerable distance
from Lee's army, making this tour independent of the first with little overlap. The third tour "Jeb



Stuart's Ride" follows the Confederate cavalry commander's fabled long ride around the Union
army through Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania. The last of the four tours covers the "Retreat
from Gettysburg" including the roads Lee's Army took back to Virginia following the battle and
the Union pursuit.Each tour includes many tour stops and good brief discussions of their
significance. Some of the sites discussed will be familiar to students of the battle, but virtually
everyone who reads this book will learn something new. There are detailed driving directions,
including GPS coordinates for those who follow one or the other of the tours in their cars. The
book has photographs of much of the monumentation and commemoration of the Gettysburg
campaign in places far from the battlefield. There are many photos of historic places and
individuals. The writing is accessible, and the book has a good basic bibliography for those
wishing to learn more.I found this book moving as well as informative in reminding me of why I
study the battle and in teaching me aspects of the campaign I didn't know. The book will benefit
those with an interest in Gettysburg even if they do not get on the road and drive. A strong
feature of the book is the clear and detailed maps prepared by cartographer Hal Jesperson.
Detailed maps are often a rarity in Civil War books."The Last Road North" is part of the
Emerging Civil War Series published by Savas Beatie. The series aims to provide "fresh
perspectives on America's defining event" and is designed to offer a " public history-oriented
platform for sharing original scholarship related to the American Civil War". The authors of the
book, Rob Orrison and Dan Welch, each have broad experience in presenting Gettysburg
history to wide audiences. The book is an excellent introduction to the Gettysburg campaign for
new and experienced readers and will enhance any reader's understanding of the battle. The
work amply fulfills the goals of the Emerging Civil War Series. Savas Beatie, the publisher,
kindly sent me a copy of the book to review.Robin Friedman”

Matthew Bartlett, “The Emerging Civil War Does Gettysburg. The Emerging Civil War Series has
been one of the more recent highlights of informative Civil War writing. The books not only
feature important information on lesser known battles, but give driving instructions for people
visiting the sites. One of the more intriguing projects the team has been handling recently is the
Battle of Gettysburg. With the prospect of releasing one book a year per day in the battle, The
Last Road North was released encompassing the whole campaign. This not only deals with the
days of the battle, but the actions immediately before and after the infamous clash. Unlike the
other works in this series, The Last Road North has no appendices and focuses just on the
author’s words. Robert Orrison has spent most of his life working within the realm of Gettysburg
and its campaign sites as he holds a position on the board of the Civil War Trails. He has been
working in the history field for over twenty years and holds a Bachelors of Arts in Historic
Preservation from Longwood College and a Masters in Public History from George Mason
University. Dan Welch received his Bachelors of Arts in Instrumental Music Education from
Youngstown State University and his Masters of Arts in Military History from American Military
University. He is a seasonal Park Ranger at Gettysburg National Military Park. As I began to



read The Last Road North, one thing stuck out to me regarding the title. The first chapter, which
handles the Confederate advance into Pennsylvania, is one of the highlights of the work mainly
for its tour stops and instructions. Many who have read books concerning the Battle of
Gettysburg and the campaign surrounding it are familiar with many of the stops here, but very
few enthusiasts have visited these sites. The instructions for these sites was one of the
highlights of the book for me. Throughout the work, we have a narrative of the battle fueled by
many well drawn maps and photographs all of which are written and presented excellently by the
authors. The concluding chapter about the retreat and aftermath of battle was another fine
example of what was accomplished in the first chapter. By giving the reader a well written
documentation of how to travel these destinations, along with a narrative of what happened
which elegantly presented as in the previous Emerging Civil War books. Overall, the greatest
value this book can give to those interested in the Gettysburg Campaign is the opening and
closing chapter about the advance and retreat from battle. I highly recommend this book to
those interested in the Gettysburg Campaign, especially for those who are just getting into the
hobby and even those in middle and high school. The travel directions along with the invaluable
information in this book will give you a better idea of what happened on those days. If you are a
reader who wants to learn more about these sites and even visit them, I recommend this book as
well. Most of these battlefields around the campaign are not visited or studied as much as they
should and this work fixes that problem.  Highly recommended.Matthew Bartlett”

ALAN JACKSON, “Four Stars. Excellent.”

The book by Robert Orrison has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 32 people have provided feedback.
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